Abstract. We present a probability logic (essentially a first order language extended with quantifiers that count the fraction of elements in a model that satisfy a first order formula) which, on the one hand, captures uniform circuit classes such as AC 0 and TC 0 over arithmetic models, namely, finite structures with linear order and arithmetic relations, and, on the other hand, their semantics, with respect to our arithmetic models, can be closely approximated by giving interpretations of their formulas on finite structures where all relations (including the order) are restricted to be "modular" (i.e. to act subject to an integer modulo). In order to give a precise measure of the proximity between satisfaction of a formula in an arithmetic model and satisfaction of the same formula in the "approximate" model, we define the approximate formulas and work on a notion of approximate truth. We also indicate how to enhance the expressive power of our probability logic in order to capture polynomial time decidable queries, There are various motivations for this work. As of today, there is not known logical description of any computational complexity class below NP which does not requires a built-in linear order. Also, it is widely recognized that many model theoretic techniques for showing definability in logics on finite structures become almost useless when order is present. Hence, if we want to obtain significant lower bound results in computational complexity via the logical description we ought to find ways of by-passing the ordering restriction. With this work we take steps towards understanding how well can we approximate, without a true order, the expressive power of logics that capture complexity classes on ordered structures.
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Introduction
The logical description of many computational complexity classes is based on the fact that the possible domains of interpretations must be at least partially ordered. This is certainly the case for logics meant for describing complexity classes below NP, for it is still unknown whether such classes can be described without any order, and it is further believed that is not the case (further comments in [5] and see also [4] ). However, a negative aspect of describing low complexity classes by logics with built-in order is that model theoretic techniques for showing inexpressibility, such as Ehrenfeucht-Fraissé games and its variations, becomes almost useless; thus, in turn, hopeless for leading into significant complexity lower bounds. (For an illustration of how difficult is to play Ehrenfeucht-Fraissé games on ordered structures see Section 6.6 of [5] .)
This dichotomy with the order had led researchers into exploring ways of keeping some order in the models for various forms of extensions of first order logic, and yet obtain some significant lower bound results (for example, see [3] and [7] ). The results presented in this paper are inscribed in that line of research. We introduce a probability logic LP, which is, essentially, first order logic extended with quantifiers that count the fraction of elements in a model that satisfy a first order formula. Our definition of the logic LP is inspired on the probability logic of Keisler (see [6] ), who conceived it as a logic appropriate for his investigations on probability hyperfinite spaces, or infinite structures suitable for approximating large finite phenomena of applied mathematics. In order to suit our need of this logic for describing computability problems, we restrict our use of relation symbols to a finite set and mainly of the arithmetic type: addition, multiplication and order. With this ability to approximately count and in the presence of built-in order, addition, and multiplication, fragments of this LP logic are capable of fully describing circuit classes such as AC 0 and TC 0 , since they coincide with known logics that capture these computational complexity classes, for example, first order logic extended with threshold quantifiers. Following our programme of studying possible ways of reducing the scope of the order and other arithmetic relations within our models, we group in the same set of witnesses of a formula all those elements that are congruent modulo the value of a sublinear function F , and define the concept of an F -modular approximation of a finite structure A. The F -modular approximation of A thus obtained do not have the order built-in but just approximations of it, and subject to these interpretations we do get separation results among fragments of the corresponding logic LP F , for a particular family of (sublinear) functions F .
Having satisfied our goal of obtaining inexpressibility results within our probability logic under a weaker interpretation of the atomic symbols, we wonder how to translate that result to an inexpressibility of the same query (or similar query) in the logic with the unrestricted interpretation of symbols (e.g. full linear order). As a partial answer to this question we introduce the notion of approximate formulas and through them we establish a bridge between satisfaction in the structures with natural interpretations of the symbols and their corresponding F -modular approximation. In the last section of the paper we show how to extend this probability logic and approximations to capture P.
Logic of probability quantifiers
We work with finite vocabularies and finite models. A vocabulary or signature τ is a set of relation symbols and constant symbols. The models for τ will be denoted by A m , B n , C k , etc. where the subscripts refer to the cardinality of the model. A logic over the vocabulary τ will be denoted L(τ ). In particular FO(τ ) is the set of first order formulas over τ (or τ -formulas). The logic we are mainly concerned in this paper is the logic of probability quantifiers which we define below. Given a natural number m and a set C ⊆ {0, . . . , m − 1} we can define the natural probability µ m (C) as just the cardinality of C divided by m. Likewise, for s > 0, we can define, for every set C ⊆ {0, . . . , m − 1} s the natural probability µ s m (C) as the cardinality of C divided by m s .
Definition 1.
For a vocabulary τ , we define the logic of probability quantifiers (or probability logic) over τ , as the set of formulas LP(τ ) formed as follows:
Atomic formulas Formulas of the form R(x, c), where R is a relation symbol in τ , x is a vector of variables, c is a vector of constants from τ , are in
Existential quantification If φ(x, z) ∈ LP(τ ) and z is a variable not appearing in x, then ∃zφ(x, z) ∈ LP(τ ). Probability quantification Fix a rational number r, 0 ≤ r < 1. If φ(x, z) ∈ LP(τ ) and z is a variable not appearing in x, then (P (z) > r)φ(x, z)and (P (z) ≥ r)φ(x, z) are in LP(τ ).
We define the following abbreviations: (P (z) < r)φ(x, z) stands for ¬(P (z) ≥ r)φ(x, z), and (P (z) ≤ r)φ(x, z) stands for ¬(P (z) > r)φ(x, z). Likewise ∀zφ(x, z) stands for ¬∃z¬φ(x, z) and φ ∨ ψ stands for ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ).
We define the interpretation of the formulas in LP(τ ) in a finite structure B m (m ∈ N) by induction in formulas, with the usual interpretations for conjunction, negation and existential quantifier. The interpretation for a formula (P (z) > r)φ(x, z) in B m is as follows:
Likewise, the interpretation of the formula (P (z) ≥ r)φ(x, z) is as follows:
Observe that under this interpretation, ¬(P (z) ≥ r)φ(x, z) is equivalent to (P (z) > 1 − r)¬φ(x, z), and ¬(P (z) > r)φ(x, z) is equivalent to (P (z) ≥ 1 − r)¬φ(x, z).
By LP we denote the union of all probability logics LP(τ ) taken over all finite vocabularies. We shall also deal with the following fragments of LP: Definition 2. Let τ be a finite vocabulary. Let r 1 , r 2 , . . . r k be distinct natural numbers. By LP(τ )[r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r k ] we understand the smallest subset of LP(τ ) containing the atomic formulas and closed under conjunction, negation, existential quantification and the probability quantifiers P (z) > q ij /r i , P (z) ≥ q ij /r i where i ≤ k and q ij are natural numbers such that 0 ≤ q ij < r i .
We had in mind using this type of logic for describing computational properties and for that matter we restrict semantics to finite models and also the kind of relation symbols for building our formulas. In general we restrict our symbols to be numerical (in a sense as explained in [5] ), and in particular we fix throughout this paper the vocabulary Γ = {⊕, ⊗, , 0, 1}, where ⊕, ⊗ are ternary relation symbols and is a binary relation symbol and 0 and 1 are constant symbols. Furthermore, we fix a generic vocabulary Γ + that contains Γ and a set {R s } k s=1
of other numerical relation symbols and a set {c w } u w=1 of other constant symbols. We define the arithmetic structures over Γ + as the finite structures A m of the form:
, 0, 1 , where the relation symbols ⊕, ⊗, are interpreted as the usual addition, multiplication and order in the set {0, 1, . . . m − 1}.
We will refer to the probability logic restricted to finite structures that are arithmetic as LP A . The following examples show that the logic LP A contains fragments that are relevant to Descriptive Complexity Theory. Example 1. Let F O(Γ ) be the first order logic over Γ and consider the interpretation of the symbols in Γ as natural addition, multiplication and linear order. It is shown in [1] (see also [5] ) that this logic captures the complexity class DLOGTIME-uniform AC 0 , where AC 0 is defined as the class of problems accepted by polynomial size, constant depth circuits with unbounded fan-in. This logic corresponds to the smallest subset of LP A that contains the atomic Γ -formulas and is closed under ∧, ¬ and ∃z . Example 2. Let F O(Γ ) + M be the first order logic over Γ with the interpretations of the symbols in Γ fixed as in the previous example, extended with the majority quantifier M which is defined as follows: If φ(x, z) is a formula with one free variable z, then (M z)φ(a, z) is a well defined sentence, which is true if and only if φ(a, z) is true for more than half of the possible values for z. It is shown in [1] (see also [5] ) that this logic captures the complexity class DLOGTIME-uniform TC 0 , where TC 0 is the class of problems accepted by circuits of polynomial size, constant depth and unbounded fan-in threshold gates (gates which counts its Boolean inputs of value 1 and compares the total with some prefixed number to determine its output). Note that this logic is the fragment of LP A that contains the atomic Γ -formulas and is closed under ∧, ¬, ∃z and the quantifier P (z) > 1 2 ; that is LP(Γ ) [2] .
Our purpose is to approximate the expressive power of arithmetic relations occurring naturally in finite model theory by arithmetic relations that are "weaker" yet perform better under definability tools such as Ehrenfeucht-Fraissé games. Our choice of candidates for relations to approximate the natural arithmetic relations are those that are "modular" in a number theoretic sense.
By a ≡ q b we mean that the number a is congruent to the number b modulo q. Furthermore, given a = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) and b = (b 1 , . . . , b k ) two vectors of natural numbers of equal length, we write a ≡ q b as an abbreviation of a 1 ≡ q b 1 , a 2 ≡ q b 2 , . . . , a k ≡ q b k . Also, whenever we write a < m for some number m, we mean that a 1 < m, . . . , a k < m.
We understand that a function F : N → N is sublinear, if for every natural
is F -modular in B m iff the following condition holds:
We will say that a collection of formulas
The next lemma states that modularity is preserved by the logical operations and quantification of LP(Γ + ). The proof is an easy induction on formulas.
Lemma 1. If the collection of atomic
The direct consequence of the above lemma is that the F -modularity of the formulas in LP(Γ + ) in a model B m depends only on the modularity of the interpretation of the relation symbols in B m . Because of this fact, every model where all the interpretations of the relation symbols are F -modular will be called an F -modular structure.
Remark 1. For every natural numbers e and f > 0 we understand [e] f to be the reminder of dividing e by f . For any vector of natural numbers a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a d ), we understand by
Definition 4. Fix a sublinear function F and an arithmetic structure A m . The F -modular approximation of A m is a structure
It is easy to see that for every arithmetic structure A m , the structure A F m is F -modular. We also remark that for every s, for every relation symbol R s , the set {(a 1 , . . . , a r ) < m : A F m |= R F s (a 1 , . . . , a r )} and the set {(a 1 , . . . , a r ) < m : A m |= R s (a 1 , . . . , a r )} coincide in the set {(a 1 , . . . , a r ) : a 1 , . . . , a r < F (m)}. These two remarks justify the name of F -modular approximation of A m .
Modular logics
Here is an example of a class of sublinear functions with some nice properties. These functions will play an important role in the rest of this paper.
Example 3. Fix a natural n > 0. For every natural number m, let t, r be the unique natural numbers such that m = tn + r and 0 ≤ r < n. Define the
For every n, g n is sublinear. Furthermore, lim m→∞ gn(m) m = 1. Also, for every n, g n is first order definable in the following sense: there exists a formula θ n (x) ∈ F O with built-in order, addition and multiplication such that for every arithmetic model A m , for any a < m, A m |= θ n (a) iff a+1 = g n (m). Here is why: Note first that in every A m it is possible to capture the property that x is the maximal element with a formula M ax(x) ∈ F O({⊕, ⊗, , 0, 1}) that says that ¬∃z⊕(x, 1, z). Likewise, we can say that "the size of the model = tn+r", with r < n < (size of the model), by a formula DIV SIZE(t, n, r) ∈ F O({⊕, ⊗, , 0, 1}) that says that there exists x such that M ax(x) and 0 < r < n and x = tn + (r − 1) or r = 0 and x = (t − 1)n + (n − 1).
It follows then that the statement g n (size of model) = h + 1, for n < m, is definable in the models A m by a formula in F O(Γ ) that says that:
For the case when n = m, we know that g n (m) = m in which case we can define h as M ax(h). Finally, if m < n we know that g n (m) = 1 and we can define h = 0.
Recall that we refer to the probability logic restricted to finite structures that are arithmetic as LP A . The related logic restricted to modular approximations of arithmetic structures is formalise below.
Definition 5. We denote by LP F the probability logic restricted to structures that are F -modular approximations of arithmetic structures, for F a sublinear function. Likewise, by F O F we understand the smallest fragment of LP F that contains the atomic formulas and is closed under ∃, ¬ and ∧. Similarly, we define LP F [r 1 , . . . , r k ] as the smallest fragment of LP F that is closed under ∃, ¬, ∧ and (P (z) ≥ q ij /r i ) and (P (z) > q ij /r i ) for i ≤ k and natural numbers 0 ≤ q ij < r i . In particular, we define the modular probability logic
Likewise, we define 
We claim that for m > n, A 
Note now that a cannot be ≤ m − g n (m) because, if this was the case then from g n -modularity we have that
since for sufficiently large m,
, but this contradicts (2). Thus m − g n (m) < a < g n (m). We can apply now equation (1) A consequence of the above example is that the boolean query "the size of the model is divisible by d",
Separation results for modular logics
In this section we prove separation results between fragments of LP M OD defined in Definition 2. Since a formula such as ¬((P (z) > )ϕ) is equivalent to (P (z) ≥ 1 − )¬ϕ (and ¬((P (z) ≥ )ϕ) is equivalent to (P (z) > 1 − )¬ϕ) we can push all negation symbols inside and together with all well known ways of manipulating quantifiers in a formula, we get the following prenex normal form for formulas in LP. where each quantifier Q s is either ∃ or ∀ or (P (z) > q ij /r i ) or (P (z) ≥ q ij /r i ), for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and some 0 ≤ q ij < r i .
We proceed now to define the notion of an F -chain of models and the stronger notion of a chain.
Definition 7. Fix a sublinear function F . An F -chain of models C is a collection of finite structures for
with the following property:
-For every relation symbol R(x) of Γ + , for every two models B m , B n in C with m ≤ n and F (m) = F (n), and for every a < F (m), B m |= R(a) iff B n |= R(a).
A chain of models C is a collection of finite structures for Γ + with the following property:
-For every relation symbol R(x) of Γ + , for every two models B m , B n in C with m ≤ n and for every a < m, B m |= R(a) iff B n |= R(a).
In other words, chains are collections of models with inter-compatibility for its predicates.
Remark 2. If C is a chain of arithmetic models then, for every sublinear function
be the collection of arithmetic models for Γ = {⊕, ⊗, , 0, 1}. It is easy to check that this collection is a chain.
We are ready to obtain separation results for the expressive power of the different modular logics. Our main tool is the following lemma which establish conditions for elementary equivalence. It states that for every sentence φ in LP(Γ + ), models that are in the same chain and have almost the same size can not distinguish φ. difficult to prove and we omit the proofs for lack of space. (Hint: the direction from B m+1 to B m use that B m+1 is F -modular.) Probability Quantifiers: We assume that case 1. holds, that is, for F , m, r 1 , . . . , r k as in the hypothesis and for every a 1 , . . . , a s < m and every b < m:
We have two cases to consider under these hypothesis. We consider first the formula, (P (z) ≥ q ij /r i )φ(a, z). Fix an arbitrary m satisfying that F (m) = F (m + 1), m + 1 > r i and m ≡ ri −1 for every i ≤ k, fix a 1 , . . . , a s < m. Let t be a natural number such that m = tr i + r i − 1. Now, if B m |= (P (z) ≥ q ij /r i )φ(a, z) and since gcd(r i , m) = 1, then
and since q ij < r i , we obtain that |{z < m : B m |= φ(a, z)}| ≥ q ij (t + 1). By induction hypothesis we get that
which implies that µ({z < m + 1 :
, which is the desired result.
Next we consider the formula (P (z) > q ij /r i )φ(a, z) and we shall prove that case 2. holds for this formula. Fix an arbitrary m satisfying that F (m) = F (m + 1), m + 1 > r i and m ≡ ri −1 for every i ≤ k, fix a 1 , . . . , a s < m. Let t be a natural number such that m = tr
and since q ij < r i , we obtain that |{z < m : B m |= φ(a, z)}| ≤ q ij (t + 1).
By induction hypothesis we get that
, which give us case 2. for this formula. The proofs for both type of probability quantifiers under the assumption that case 2. holds for φ are just the counterpositive versions of the two cases just proved.
The above lemma can be used to prove separation of different fragments of LP M OD . Theorem 2. Let r, r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r k be distinct non zero natural numbers, and such that r is relatively prime with each r 1 , . . . , r k . Then
Proof. It is obvious that LP
. Furthermore, we saw (Example 4) that the query: "the size of the model is a multiple of r" is expressible in LP M OD (Γ ) [r] . We will show that this query is not expressible in LP[r 1 . . . , r k ] M OD (Γ ). More specifically, we will show that there is no sentence φ in LP gn [r 1 . . . , r k ](Γ ) that defines the above query, where g n is the sublinear function defined in Example 3, for all n > (
Recall that the collection of all arithmetic models C = {A m } ∞ m=1 forms a chain. It follows that for every n, the collection C gn = {A Suppose it is case 1. that is true. Using that r is relatively prime with the r i 's together with the Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem we can get a natural number b ≤ ( We conclude that such sentence φ can not exists in LP gn [r 1 . . . , r k ](Γ ).
Corollary 2. The expressive power of F O M OD is strictly weaker than the expressive power of LP M OD [2] .
This last result, for modular logics, corresponds to the separation of FO and FO + M in the context of arithmetic models, which in turn is equivalent to the separation of AC 0 from TC 0 shown by Ajtai and independently by Furst, Saxe and Sipser (see [5] for a nice exposition of this result and references).
Approximating LP A with LP M OD
We introduce the notion of approximate formulas. This concept will provide a link between satisfaction in arithmetic structures and satisfaction in modular approximations of these arithmetic structures.
Definition 8 (Approximate Formulas). For every formula in prenex normal form θ(x) ∈ LP(Γ + ), for every 0 ≤ < 1, we define the -approximation of θ(x) as follows:
The next lemma provides the basic operational properties of the approximate formulas.
Lemma 4. For every formula (in prenex normal form) θ(x) ∈ LP(Γ + ), for every 0 < < 1, for every finite structure B m and every vector a < m the following holds:
is a sequence of real numbers less than 1 and converging to 0, then
The purpose of the next theorem is to establish an "approximation" relationship between satisfaction in the modular logic LP M OD and satisfaction in LP A via the approximate formulas. It follows that
But this last statement is just A m |= (P (z) > r − 
P and the logic LP extended
The first problem shown to be complete for the class P, deterministic polynomial time, was Path System Accessibility due to Cook [2] . An instance of the Path System Accessibility problem, which we abbreviate from now on as PS, is a finite structure A = A, R, T, s , or a path system, where the universe A consists of, say, n vertices, a relation R ⊆ A × A × A (the rules of the system), a source s ∈ A, and a set of targets T ⊆ A such that s ∈ T . A positive instance of PS is a path system A where some target in T is accessible from the source s, where a vertex v is accessible if it is the source s or if R(x, y, v) holds for some accessible vertices x and y, possibly equal. In [8] , Stewart shows that PS is complete for P via quantifier free first order reductions; in fact, via projections (see [8] for definitions and also [5] Section 11.2), and we will use that result to show that an approximation version of PS which we present in Example 6 below is also complete for P via reductions that are projections, and that would help us to show that a certain extension of our LP logic captures P on finite ordered structures. (We remark that Stewart considers the path systems in [8] as having only one target, and not a set of targets as we do here. However one can see that his results on completeness of PS via first order reductions holds also for our version of this problem.) Definition 9. Let X be a second order variable of arity 1, and α(x, X) a first order formula over some (finite) vocabulary τ with first order variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x m ) and second order variable X. Let r ∈ [0, 1]. Then (P (X) > r)α(x, X) and (P (X) ≥ r)α(x, X) are new formulas with the following semantic. For an appropriate finite τ -model A n , and elements a = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) from {0, . . . , n − 1}, the universe of A n ,
⇐⇒ the least subset A ⊆ {0, . . . , n − 1} such that A n |= α(a, A) has |A|/n > r
Similarly for (P (X) ≥ r)α(a, X).
Example 6. Let τ = {R, T, s} where R is a ternary relation symbol, T is a unary relation symbol and s is a constant symbol. We think of τ -structures as path systems with source s, a target set T and set of rules R. Let r be a rational with 0 < r < 1. We define NPS ≥r := {A = A, R, T, s : A is a path system and at least a fraction r of the elements accessible from s are not in T } Let α nps (X) be the following formula (the constant symbol ⊥ stands for false), α nps (X) := ∀x(x = s −→ X(x)) ∧ ∀x∀y∀z(X(x) ∧ X(y) ∧ R(x, y, z) −→ X(z)) ∧ ∀x(X(x) ∧ T (x) −→ ⊥) Then A n ∈ NPS ≥r ⇐⇒ A n |= (P (X) ≥ r)α nps (X) NPS ≥r is an approximation version of the problem PS, definable by our probability quantifiers over unary second order variables acting on formulas with a particular form to which we give a name below.
Definition 10. Let τ = {R 1 , . . . , R m , C 1 , . . . , C k } be some vocabulary with relation symbols R 1 , . . . , R m , and constant symbols C 1 , . . . , C k , and let X be a unary second order variable. A first order formula α over τ ∪ {X}, and extra symbols as = (equality) and the constant ⊥ (standing for false), is a universal Horn formula, if α is the conjunction of universally quantified formulas over τ ∪ {X} of the form
where ϕ is either X(u) or ⊥, and ψ 1 , . . . , ψ s are atomic (τ ∪ {X})-formulas with any occurrence of the variable X being positive (there are no restrictions on the predicates in τ or =).
The logic LP Horn is the set of formulas FO + {(P (X) > r)α 1 (x, X), (P (X) ≥ r)α 2 (x, X) : α i (x, X) is universal Horn (first order) formula with second order variable X} Example 6 shows that the problem NPS ≥r is definable in LP Horn . We shall see that this is true of all problems in P Lemma 5. The set of finite structures that satisfy a sentence θ in LP Horn is in P.
Proof. Let θ ∈ LP Horn be of the form
and let A n be a model of the appropriate vocabulary of size n. Then it's not difficult to describe a polynomial time procedure that decides whether A n satisfies the above sentence.
Thus, according to this lemma, our problem NPS ≥r is in P. We show next that it is hard for P.
Lemma 6. The problem NPS ≥r is complete for P via projections.
Proof. We exhibit a (successor free) projection from the complement of the problem PS to NPS ≥r . Let A = A, R, T, s be an instance of PS. Define A = A , R , T , s as follows: its universe A = A 2 , and T = T × s = {(x, s) : x ∈ T } R = {((x, s), (y, s), (z, s)) : (x, y, z) ∈ R} ∪ {((x, s), (y, s), (z, s)) : x ∈ T ∧ x = s ∧ y ∈ T ∧ y = s ∧ z = s} s = (s, s) Then, A ∈ PS ⇐⇒ A ∈ NPS ≥r . Corollary 4. Every problem in P is a set of finite ordered structures that satisfy a sentence in LP Horn Proof. Every problem in P is reducible to NPS ≥r via projections; NPS ≥r is definable in LP Horn and this logic is closed via projections.
Corollary 5. Over finite ordered structures, the logic LP Horn captures P.
The logic LP Horn verifies Lemma 1; namely, for a sublinear function F , F -modularity is preserved. Indeed, we need only to check for formulas of the form (P (X) > r)α(z, X): Suppose a, b < m, a ≡ F (m) b and B m |= (P (X) > r)α(a, X). Then there exists a B ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}, such that B m |= α(a, B) and |B| > rm. The parameters in a do not occur in B; hence, by inductive hypothesis B m |= α(b, B). Thus, B m |= (P (X) > r)α(b, X).
